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TECHNOLOGY HABITRAIL

Does technology create short attention spans or is it the 
other way around? In reviewing the three technological 
wonders I chose to discuss in this issue, it seems they 
are borne out of the necessity to be brief and to-the-
point for our multi-tasking world. We have Tumblrs 
to follow, Tweets to post, statuses (statusi?) to update. 
Onwards.

Flowboard (https://�owboard.com/) Free and requires 
an iPad. Visually pleasing graphic interface for quick 
tutorials. Can embed live links.

In an effort to �nd newer, �ashier, and shorter methods 
to address the 18-to-22-year-old market, Flowboard 
is a nifty option for presentation software. It’s free, 
but requires an iPad to create. It has a high coolness 
factor with its varied templates. I chose to create my 
own Flowboards from scratch with their framework, 
made opening and closing frames with PowerPoint, 
and converted the slides to PNGs to add as images. I 
incorporated the school’s sanctioned colors and fonts 
for a consistent look.

Example: https://�owboard.com/s/1yub/Find-a-score 
Plus: Free and easy (unlike this author)
Minus: You need an iPad to create it, but not to view it

iMovie (http://www.apple.com/mac/imovie/) $14.99 
and a Mac. Free and clever trailer templates to create 
your own brief tutorials.

I wish I could take credit for discovering this, but I 
learned about it at the 2012 Society of Ohio Archivists 
Annual Meeting from a presentation. Like most things 
Apple, this groovy little tool is user-friendly and easy 
to �gure out. It offers �fteen different movie trailer 
templates complete with soundtrack. I used the FlipCam 
that belongs to our marketing department to �lm the 
action and am lucky enough to have two clever and 
hammy masters students working for me who jumped 
at the chance to showcase their acting skills. You can 
map out your plot using the script option. After a series 
of clicking and dragging the video segments and screen 
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shots into the template, you simply upload the video to 
YouTube or Vimeo from within the iMovie program. I 
suppose from start to �nish the project was one day’s 
work, but well worth it.

Example: http://youtu.be/omFDkT10zYo 
Plus: Easy-peasy and super fun!
Minus: Mac-dependent

Poll Everywhere (http://www.polleverywhere.com/) 
Free. Text-message alternative to clickers.

Clickers: love ‘em or hate ‘em. I was taken in by a few 
articles discussing the use of the little buggers in library 
instruction. I played with Poll Everywhere on my own 
for about a year wondering if I would be perceived as an 
even bigger geek for saying to my classes, “Hey, kids! 
Check out this cool new toy we’re going to play with 
today!” accompanied by sighs and rolling eyes from my 
student audience. Well, guess what? The students were 
TOTALLY into it. In the music bibliography course 
I teach, I used to do this round-robin procedure for 
answering a bunch of questions related to their studies. 
I always felt uncomfortable about putting individual 
students on the spot. So, this mass participation format 
seemed ideal. I’ve given you a link to a screen shot 
below as my example. You’ll see what the question is 
and where they text the answer code. Then, magically, 
the bar graph expands as answers are sent. There was 
always one kidder to texted the wrong answer on 
purpose which added to some levity. This strategy is a 
great way for students to get the point using something 
they use everyday all day long.

Example: http://screencast.com/t/1kf5oVLdfuQx 
Plus: Free to up to 40 respondents
Minus: Requires cell phones with unlimited text (don’t 
want my students racking up data charges for this)
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